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3 of 3 review helpful Starts slow gets better By Expatcalifornian Takes a while to get going but ends with a bang 
Having been a fan of his other fleet books I ve been waiting for this one Since it is a new series he takes a while to 
introduce the main characters who start off in different places but end up interacting with each other That part is slow 
Clearly a lot left to reveal It did pick up later on in the book Jack Campbell returns to the world of the New York 
Times bestselling Lost Fleet novels with a new action packed military science fiction series that explores the founding 
of the Alliance and the men and women who fought to create it nbsp Earth is no longer the center of the universe nbsp 
After the invention of the faster than light jump drive humanity is rapidly establishing new colonies But the vast 
distances of space mean tha Praise for Vanguard Vanguard is the book Campbell s Lost Fleet readers have been 
waiting for whether they knew it or not nbsp From the moment the young Robert Geary takes his first breath of air on 
a new planet the story grabbed me b 
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